North Point Senior Secondary Boarding School
celebrates Earth Day - 22nd April, 2021.
Our children growing up in the expanse of the premises have been celebrating and enjoying the beauty of
mother earth today and every day. They are conscious of demonstrative support for environmental
protection and conservation. The theme chosen by our children to create more consciousness is typical to
the circumstances of the day i.e. ‘The earth has become breathless’.
The enthusiastic participation of all the students starting from class Tiny Tot to class XII saw a myriad of
activities, were children either recited poems, sang and danced to the tune of “We shall overcome“. Their
involvement demonstrated that our earth is in safe hands.
Classes Tiny Tot to III enjoyed the day as Blue Day, here blue being symptomatic of water, so necessary for
them to splash around. The teachers told the students lucidly on the importance of water and its
conservation and that water should also be considered as limited resource. Hence, teachers explained the
need for the theme just as is the need to switch off taps and “Every Drop of water makes the ocean”
Children of classes IV to VII worked on the same theme to create colourful posters, giving effective captions
which suitably explained their sensitivity to environment.
On this occasion a Quiz Contest was conducted among the senior classes from VIII to XII, wherein Master
Pritam Das of class IX and Master Soumanish Saha of class X from Rajarhat branch have come out as toppers
by scoring 20/20.
An interesting and an engaging video has been prepared amalgamating all the creative work done by the
dear students on the occasion of the Earth Day.

We are Happy that they have been able to critically analyse today’s situation
and has reached a synthesis.
Watch the video here : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mUZPW0Niv2U
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